Imaging Artifacts on Synthesized Mammogram: What a Radiologist should Know!
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Abstract

Synthesized mammogram is a new technique that involves reconstruction of a two-dimensional (2D) image from the tomosynthesis images rather than separate acquisition of a standard 2D mammogram. The advent of a synthesized mammogram (s2D) has helped in reducing radiation exposure. The technique of back projection used in reconstruction makes the appearance of these images different from a standard 2D mammogram. Because this is a relatively new technique, it is associated with a learning curve. Hence, it is important for the new radiologists and technicians to be aware of certain common artifacts encountered while using s2D images, which may hinder interpretation. In this pictorial review, we would like to highlight the common artifacts encountered while reading synthesized mammographic images.
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Introduction

Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) has been a recent advancement in the field of breast imaging. It implies acquisition of multiple slices of breast tissue, which enables a mammogram to be read layer by layer, thus adding a third dimension of depth to the standard two-dimensional (2D) digital mammogram (DM). By virtue of this added feature, it is able to unmask the underlying pathology that may be obscured by the superimposed fibro-glandular parenchyma or in other scenarios, confirms the absence of a mass in an apparent density caused by overlapping normal breast tissue on a conventional mammogram (MG).1

The superimposition of structures can lead to difficulty in assessment of the margins of true masses. During the acquisition of DBT, the X-ray tube moves in an arc (15 to 60 degrees depending upon the sweep angle) over the breast simultaneously acquiring multiple low-dose projections.2 While DBT enhances the efficacy and accuracy of DM, it adds to the radiation dose delivered to the breast tissue. The reconstruction of a single 2D image such as the standard MG with the use of these multiple slices has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2011.3 Such images are referred to as synthesized (s2D) or composite images, depending on the vendors/equipment and these derived images are available to the radiologist as a substitute to the standard 2D image. Being derived from the DBT data, s2D images have the advantage of not requiring additional standard 2D images, reducing the radiation dose by 45%.4 The latter has added inherent advantages of DBT in the form of better depth estimation and lesion localization, which helps to differentiate masses from the normal fibro-glandular breast tissue. However, due to the reconstruction process, these appear different from standard MG (Table 1) and often have associated certain artifacts posing difficulty while interpretation. In this article, we aim to highlight these artifacts which radiologists as well as technicians should be familiar with.
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Principle of Image Formation

The image formation in s2D images is based on the principle of back projection. The slices obtained during DBT are back projected in a single plane to create a single image. The design of the algorithm is such that voxels with the highest attenuation are taken from each slice to create the s2D image, which is similar to the maximum intensity projection (MIP) used in CT. This data are then summed to create the s2D images. This accentuates high-contrast structures such as geographical linear areas, fibrous tissue, and micro calcifications on the s2D image. s2D images increase the conspicuity of high-density masses to the eyes of the reader, especially in patients with dense breasts, where feature visibility might be obscured by superimposed tissue in FFDM. The pitfall is that because these images are reconstructed from DBT, they inherently have certain artifacts (Table 2). It is of prime importance that a radiologist be familiar with these artifacts to avoid misinterpretation. Being a new imaging tool, there is a learning curve that takes time for the radiologists’ eyes to become familiar and gain confidence while using these images.

Artifacts Due to the Reconstruction Algorithm

Terracing Artifact

The terracing artifact otherwise referred to as stair-step artifact, appears as multiple lines or striations perpendicular to the direction of the X-ray tube movement (Fig. 1). As the tube rotates, the tissue that is initially out of the field of view (FOV) gradually comes into the FOV, resulting in terracing at the edge of the image. Hence, these are usually seen at the periphery of the image on the tomosynthesis and the s2D image. Currently, no algorithms are available to correct for this defect.

Burned Skin Line Artifact

This artifact can be occasionally seen at the edge of the breast and appears as areas of irregularity or loss of the skin and superficial tissue resolution on the tomosynthesis and s2D images (Fig. 2). It is usually seen in large or dense breasts where the high-dose X-rays travelling the skin and superficial tissue in the periphery undergo very little attenuation and this amount of radiation reaching the detector elements results in a burnt out effect, which results in inadequate characterization of skin calcifications. Improving breast compression can help get rid of these artifacts.

Dark Regions Near Skin Folds

Large skin folds are seen as dark regions or shadows near the line of transition (Fig. 3) as a consequence of the image-processing filters used in the s2D software. These can result in non/partial visualization of the nipple, motion artifacts, bright spots and false-positive calcifications, false-negative calcifications.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Conventional mammogram</th>
<th>s2D mammogram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast density</td>
<td>Breast tissue appears denser</td>
<td>Breast tissue appears less dense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin outline</td>
<td>Skin outline is better appreciated</td>
<td>Not always well appreciated (burnt skin line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nipple outline</td>
<td>Nipple seen in profile, better evaluated</td>
<td>If nipple not visualized in profile - can limit evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artifacts due to reconstruction algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terracing artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burned skin line artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark regions near the skin folds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright band under the skin line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright band on top of the MLO view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falsely decreased density of the breast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artifacts due to the hyper-dense structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-plane artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halo artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam-hardening artifact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artifacts that hamper interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non/partial visualization of the nipple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright spots and false-positive calcifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-negative calcifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1** Terracing artifact (a) s2D image showing stair-step pattern along the superior aspect of the breast. (b) Magnified view of the terracing artifact in the same patient.
in sudden changes in the pixel values on the image obscuring important findings. Proper positioning of the patient can help avoid these large skin folds.

**Bright Band Under the Skin Line**
The region of roll-off at the edge of the breast keeps changing its location in the tomosynthesis slices causing a bright band to be seen along the skin line in the s2D images (Fig. 4).

**Bright Band on Top of the MLO View**
As the angle of projection changes during the tube rotation, the top-most part of the breast and pectoral tissue is not present in all slices causing a narrow horizontal bright band to appear at the topmost section of the MLO images (Fig. 5).

**Different Appearance of Breast Density**
Due to the reconstruction algorithm used, the breast appears less dense on the s2D view as compared with the conventional mammogram image (Fig. 6). This may result in alteration in the categorization of the ACR category to the breast.

**Artifacts Due to the Hyper-Dense Structures**

### Out-of-Plane Artifact
These are also known as zipper artifacts and are seen around the high attenuation structures due to incomplete blurring on out of plane images, which leads to partial visualization in the other slices as well where the structures are not actually present. These are seen as multiple replications of high attenuation structures in all slices, except the one where they are in plane (Fig. 7). The distortion of microcalcifications and shadowing of surgical clips caused by this artifact can hide underlying malignancy.10 Few vendors have incorporated special post processing algorithms which analyze...
the voxels for outliers and remove them before the creation of the s2D image.

**Halo Artifact**
The metallic artifact, commonly addressed as halo or photon starvation artifact, appears as an area of low or no signal surrounding an object of high attenuation. These objects cause strong attenuation of the photons allowing only small numbers to reach the detector, appearing as an area of low signal surrounding the high-attenuating object (Fig. 8). This artifact tends to be more pronounced in the direction of the X-ray tube sweep. Metal artifact removal algorithms are inherently present in some machines; however, these do not completely eliminate it.

**Beam Hardening Artifact**
These are seen as areas of increased image brightness on the outer edge of the breast. These have similar appearance and mechanism as the beam hardening artifacts seen in computed tomography (CT). It is due to the polychromatic nature of the X-ray spectrum in which low-energy photons are preferentially attenuated resulting in hardening/more
penetrative beam. The inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the amount of attenuation renders the brightness of the image non-uniform.

Artifacts Which May Hinder the Interpretation

In addition to the out-of-plane, beam hardening and skin fold artifacts, there are other artifacts which may pose difficulty while reading the mammograms.

Non/Partial Visualization of the Nipple

As compared with the standard 2D mammogram image, the nipple-areolar complex may be partially or completely non-visualized on the s2D images causing its incomplete evaluation (► Fig. 9a). It might be based on the same mechanism as burnt skin artifact.

Motion Artifact

Blurring resulting from motion artifacts are not readily identified on s2D images. DBT inherently has the property of blurring, which reduces noise from overlapping breast tissue. Motion artifacts are best detected by identification of changes in the breast contour through a cine of projection images. The presence of motion artifacts in DBT may further hamper the detection of microcalcifications. Motion causes degradation of the quality of the image. Inadequate compression of the breast, patient movement, long exposure times, and poor positioning of the breast can lead to motion artifacts. Currently, no algorithms are available to correct for motion. However, motion artifacts are unlikely to be significant enough to cause image degradation. Adequate breast compression and patient counseling is the most important measure to reduce motion artifacts.

Bright Spots and False-Positive Calcifications

On DBT images, normal tissue structures such as ligaments and vessels may falsely appear to be calcified (► Figs. 10 and 11). The s2D images may display an increase in the number of microcalcifications, which may not be visible on the corresponding conventional 2D images. These may...
represent bright spots due to causes other than calcification. This is because the algorithms used in s2D inherently have the tendency to cause the enhancement of real calcifications to assist radiologists to spot them easily. This also causes pseudo enhancement of bright spots other than calcifications. It is recommended that calcification clusters that appear ambiguous on s2D image must be confirmed with the tomosynthesis slices. If a bright spot suspected to be calcification is not seen on the corresponding tomosynthesis slices, it is unlikely to be calcification.\(^{12}\)

**False-Negative Calcifications**

The inherent tendency of blurring in tomosynthesis slices may cause amorphous microcalcifications to become invisible.\(^{12}\) It is suggested that because these microcalcifications have an exceedingly small signal, even a small degree of motion causes their blurring. Because the s2D derives its information from the tomosynthesis slices, the blurring of the microcalcifications on the tomosynthesis slices leads to their non-visualization on s2D images as well (\textit{→} Fig. 12) as compared with the full-field digital mammography images (FFDM). Another explanation offered is that very small calcification disappears during the binning process performed by certain mammographic software.\(^{8}\) Because the microcalcifications occupy an exceedingly small number of detector elements, they may be averaged out by the processing software’s and replaced by a pixel more representative of the mean value. Standard 2D mammography has superior resolution than s2D in viewing subtle calcifications.\(^{13}\) For micro calcifications, it is recommended to use slab views, which collect the entire cluster into one slab rather than having the microcalcifications spread over multiple slices.

**Conclusion**

Artifacts in DBT and s2D images can obscure important diagnostic findings. The radiologist must be well versed with the presentation, underlying principle of appearance of these artifacts, and measures to ameliorate them. The use of regular quality control checks may help reduce artifacts. With rapid technological advances occurring, newer algorithms and post processing techniques for remediation of these artifacts are being considered.
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